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BMS Audio – built on experience
We know what quality is! We have been working in sound
reinforcement for over 30 years. Starting with permanently
installed systems, we have increasingly focused on mobile
solutions. Our highest priority is to ensure optimal voice and
sound reproduction, easy operability and flexible applications
in the smallest and most lightweight devices possible.
Alongside a distinct drive for quality and technical expertise,
our core values include being customer-oriented and providing
optimal service and perfect care in every aspect. Our customers
hail from the public services sector as well as the industry,
tourism, interpreting sector and associations.

Photo cover on the right courtesy of Filtration Group GmbH,
Mr Gerhard Steiner, Vice President Filter Systems
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The company

Thomas Bayerlein starts out on a career in sound reinforcement and takes
over the technical support of bands at concerts.

1981

Together with Michael Geissler, Thomas Bayerlein runs Musikladen Geissler &
Bayerlein, a music shop in Crailsheim.

1982

In Stuttgart, Thomas Bayerlein starts out in the production and development
of sound reinforcement equipment. As a partner, he is responsible for sales at
Harmonic Design.

1992

BMS Audio established in Vaihingen/Enz, Germany, specialising in compact
mobile speakers. Relocation to Crailsheim three years later.

2002
2010

BMS Audio enters the market for tour guide systems with the TTS-30.

2014
2015

BMS Audio successfully enters into the rental of tour guide systems.

2016

One year later, the second tour guide system follows featuring a dialogue
function: TOM-Audio TG-101 eTour.

2017

BMS Audio introduces the third tour guide system with more battery power
and a more stable range: TOM-Audio TG-200 eTour.

2018

BMS Audio rounds off its product range for all kinds of guided tours with
the GroupyCompany product, a hybrid consisting of an audio guide and a
conventional tour guide system.

2019

Times change - communication too. BMS Audio is developing the first app to
provide all the functions of a tour guide system. elysium® tgs represents a new
dimension in group tours and is independent of hardware, transport and use.

2020

After the sudden death of company founder Thomas Bayerlein, his two
children continue to run the company. A new start begins with a move to
new offices.

The sole trader is transferred to the limited company BMS Audio GmbH.
Thomas Bayerlein develops the first music system for underwater sound:
TOM-Audio TA-100 Aquavox.

BMS Audio launches the first digital tour guide system on the market: TOMAudio TG-100 eTour.
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TOUR GUIDE SYSTEMS

TOUR GUIDE SYSTEMS

DEVELOPED BY EXPERTS - DIGITAL. COMPACT. EASY.
TOUR GUIDE SYSTEMS FOR THE INDUSTRY, TOURISM AND CULTURE.
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TOUR GUIDE SYSTEMS

PRODUCT TRAINING
ON-SITE: In a workshop for five
participants lasting up to two hours
you will learn how to optimally
operate the tour guide system
right from the start.
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I
Conveying information
and knowledge

M
Whether for city or company
tours. Tour guide systems help you when it
A
is too loud or the group is too large. Because not hearing is not undersG
tanding.
E
I
Exude
professionalism

WithMa tour guide system you show your guests that they are important
A
to you.
G Every participant should receive the same information. It is important
E to gain trust and to convey competence.

I
M
A
G
E

Maintaining reputation and image

Today, a good reputation is more important than ever. Customers not
only look for the best price, but often trust in the image of a company.

Quality standards for tours

Derived from the demands on your own products and services, you can
also convince and inspire your customers with a tour guide system.

Good guidance through good technology

Technology should not impair the guidance experience in any way, but
rather support it. That‘s why you don‘t have to do anything else with our
tour guide systems except switch them on - you can start right away.

Stand out from the competition

Well equipped, you can give your brand, your product and everything
you do a safe edge. Put your individuality in the foreground.
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TOUR GUIDE SYSTEMS

YOU WANT...

TOUR GUIDE SYSTEMS

WE OFFER...
Simply the perfectly fitting audio solutions

We offer you a wide range of different systems and together with you
we will find the perfectly fitting technology.

Simply technology that simply works

Our systems focus on perfect audio transmission at all times and few but
well thought-out controls.

Simply suitable individual solutions

We like to think about your problems and find the right, individual
solution for your very personal application.

Simply convince yourself

We present our products on site, are convinced of them and therefore
give you the opportunity for your own experience in a test period at your
site.

Simply good service

We provide a 24-hour emergency number for our rental systems and
even when you buy our equipment, our service does not end - our
service promise only really begins then!

Simply BMS Audio

Since 1992 we have been successful in the audio sector for over 25
years. In 2018, BMS Audio GmbH reinvents the people guidance system
and develops a completely new smartphone app from scratch:
elysium® tgs.
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What is a tour guide system?

A tour guide system serves to guide groups of people, for instance on city tours.
But tourism isn’t the only field where tour guide systems are used. Industry has also
long since discovered the benefits of conveying information clearly and distinctly. Small
earpieces have proved their value during audits and guided tours of shop floors for
customers.

MORE THAN JUST
AN AUDIO GUIDE - A
TOUR GUIDE SYSTEM IS
ALWAYS MANAGED BY
A PERSON.
Audioguide vs. tour guide system
Tour guide systems are frequently mistaken for audio
guides. That’s why we would like to use this opportunity
to explain the difference:
An audio guide is a device which takes people on a tour
of a museum or exhibition with ready-made audio. In
contrast, a tour guide system facilitates communication
between a speaker and their audience. The speaker can
protect their voice while the audience can hear everything
clearly. Our dialogue-capable tour guide system even
enables controlled dialogue with the group.
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TOUR GUIDE SYSTEMS

TOUR GUIDE SYSTEMS

TOUR GUIDE SYSTEMS

A well-rounded package!
Each system always consists of these components:

Sustainability
Our goal is to sell durable products and offer high-quality,
reusable accessories. That’s why all our tour guide systems
are fitted with rechargeable lithium-polymer batteries.
Additionally, the transport bags double as charging
stations for our systems.
Thanks to our disinfectant wipes, our high-quality
receivers can be reused without a second thought.
Sustainability can be so easy.
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TOUR GUIDE SYSTEMS

4 KEY FEATURES

of the tour guide systems from BMS Audio

1 Central channel switching
If the wireless connection is adversely affected by external factors, like other groups
transmitting on the same frequency, the entire group can quickly and conveniently
change channels.
BMS solution: Channels are easily switched in just a few steps, and without the
receivers needing to do anything. A sufficient number of channels are available to
choose from for transmission, depending on the device.

How it works:
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1

Switch the transmitter to channel mode.

2

Select the channel.

3

Confirm the channel.

4

All receivers are now on the new channel.

TG-200
eTOUR

TG-101
eTOUR

TG-100
eTOUR

TOUR GUIDE SYSTEMS

2 Dialogue functionality
Informing people is a good thing - dialogue is even better.
Being able to ask the guide questions, comment on
matters and voice concerns is a real bonus.
BMS solution: The TOM-Audio TG-101 eTour digital
tour guide system features a dialogue function on the
transmitter and receiver. For the first time, it is possible to
enable dialogue between the guide and the group at the
push of a button.
To avoid a confusing hubbub, Q&A sessions are always
activated and ended by the guide. Only one participant
may talk at a time. All others listen in for the duration.

How it works:
1

To start a dialogue, the guide activates
the dialogue function.

2

The first guest to press the ‘Talk’ button
on their receiver has the floor and can
ask the group a question.

3

Once finished, the guest lets go of the
button and the next one can chime in.

4

To finish the dialogue, the guide
deactivates the dialogue function.
TG-101
eTOUR
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TOUR GUIDE SYSTEMS

3 Grouping & synchronisation
First separately and then together - or vice versa? A group’s size is not always
predictable, and some tour programs require the group to split up.
BMS solution: Thanks to the clever TOM-Audio SyncKit and the charging and transport
bag, this is accomplished quickly and easily.

How it works:
1

Place a transmitter and all receivers from
a group into the charging bag.

2

Set a radio channel on the TOM-Audio
SyncKit and place it into the charging
bag as well.

3

All TOM-Audio devices in the charging
bag will synchronise to the radio channel
set on the TOM-Audio SyncKit.

4

Repeat the procedure with the next
group using a different radio channel.

TG-200
eTOUR

TG-101
eTOUR

TG-100
eTOUR
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To protect the environment, all tour guide systems from BMS Audio are operated with
rechargeable lithium polymer batteries which ensure 20 hours of operating time, and
even 30 hours for the TOM-Audio TG-200 eTour. But where do you charge all the
devices, and where do you store them?
BMS solution: Transport and charging in one.

How it works:
1

Place the devices into the slots in the
case.

2

Plug the charging and transport bag into
the mains.

3

Charge.

TG-200
eTOUR

TG-101
eTOUR

TG-100
eTOUR
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TOUR GUIDE SYSTEMS

4 Charging and transport bag

Which tour guide system is right for my needs?
This depends entirely on your applications and the associated requirements. In addition
to the basic model TOM-Audio TG-100 eTour, which is sufficient for most requirements,
we also offer a device with a dialogue function and a system with a larger battery as
well as more stable range, which can prove useful on city tours.
ALSO AVAILABLE
AS A SET FOR TEAM
COMMUNICATION.
From page 40

elysium tgs
Live translation in 10 languages

automatic channel switching

available 24/7 worldwide

automatic grouping

free download

charging and transport bag

exact charging via licence plan

digital & updateable

hugely reduced costs

battery time approx. 13 hours

minimal organisation required

dual speaking (2 guides in parallel)

available in 10 languages

2.4 GHz licensed worldwide

no transport costs

multilingual audio recordings

no dispensing, collecting, or charging

simultaneous multilingualism

the guide and guests use the same app

Text-to-Speech

unlimited group sizes

location-based content

GPS tracking

VISIT THE WEBSITE
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AUDIOGUIDE Groupy Company

From page

18

audio recordings

START PRICE INQUIRY HERE

From page

36

TOUR GUIDE SYSTEMS

EVERYTHING AT A GLANCE

ALSO AVAILABLE AS A SET
FOR AUDIO DESCRIPTION.

ALSO AVAILABLE AS A
SET FOR MINIBUSES.

From page 28

From page 34

TOM-Audio TG-200

TOM-Audio TG-101

TOM-Audio TG-100

central channel switching

central channel switching

central channel switching

grouping/synchronisation

grouping/synchronisation

grouping/synchronisation

charging and transport bag

charging and transport bag

charging and transport bag

digital & updateable

digital & updateable

digital & updateable

battery time approx. 30 hours

charging time 15 - 20 hours

charging time 15 - 20 hours

range up to 100 metres

range up to 70 metres

range up to 70 metres

18 radio frequencies in the EU

16 radio frequencies in the EU

16 radio frequencies in the EU

52 German radio frequencies

-

-

-

From page

26

START PRICE INQUIRY HERE

dialogue functionality

From page

30

START PRICE INQUIRY HERE

-

From page

32

START PRICE INQUIRY HERE
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TOUR GUIDE SYSTEMS

GroupyCompany is a hybrid between an audio guide and tour guide system. In elysium®
tgs, we have developed a new dimension in group tours - independent of hardware,
transport and use.

elysium tgs

TOUR GUIDE SYSTEM AS AN APP

THE NEW DIMENSION OF GUIDED TOURS:
INDEPENDENT OF HARDWARE, TRANSPORT AND APPLICATION.
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elysium tgs

For more information, visit:

elysium tgs YOUR TOUR GUIDE SYSTEM APP
The new dimension of guided tours
no hardware
unlimited range
Available worldwide 24/7
free download
easy handling

hugely reduced costs
minimal organisation required
No need to hand out, collect
or charge devices
Unlimited group sizes

Tour Guide functions
VOICE TRANSFER FROM GUIDE TO GUEST
Live voice transfer from device to device via mobile
internet or Wi-Fi.
A

LIVE-TRANSLATION
Multilingual groups can be served, the effort to organize guides with the appropriate language is minimized many times over.
DIALOGUE FUNCTION
Guests can ask live questions via App. Question will
be streamed live to all group members. Guide needs
to activate dialogue function beforehand.
CO-GUIDES
Tourist guide can integrate and / or transfer the
group to a local guide temporarily.
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elysium tgs

www.my-elysium.app

Group management
elysium tgs

DISTANCE WARNING
Warning signal for guests as soon as maximum distance to guide is exceeded. Guide can set maximum
distance.
GPS-TRACKING
Location of group members will be shown on guide’s
device.
GUIDE ME HOME
Guide can set GPS location for next meeting
point. Guests can get navigation to
this location.

Comfort
MESSAGING
Guide can send text messages to group.
METERING
Guide will be shown distance to each group member
listed in tabular form.
INTERNATIONAL
Available in 10 languages.
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Live translation and its advantages

Here they can serve multilingual groups. This means that the guide speaks language A into his microphone and the language for the guests is
translated and output in language B, C or D live. The desired language is
selected at the start of the app.

Where are my guests?
In addition to the classic speech function of a tour guide
system, the map overview allows you to track your guests
from your list. Since the use of elysium® tgs makes direct
visual contact to the guide no longer necessary it can occur that your guests may hear you but can‘t no longer see
you and thus lose contact with the group.
By using the track function and selecting the pin on the
map, you can see which guest is where and address him
specifically during the tour, that he is looking for connecting to the group again.
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elysium tgs

elysium tgs YOUR TOUR GUIDE SYSTEM APP

The user interface of the guest
elysium tgs

After downloading, guests open the app and log in with
freely selectable data. After a guest has logged in, a QR
code appears, which the guide scans with his smartphone.
This way the guests are added to a group easily and quickly.
The guest‘s environment is clearly arranged and easy to
use for every user.

Simple group formation
To form a group, the guide logs in to
the app with his or her access data. The
guests also download the app, but log in
with any login data (e.g. first name and
room number). After the guests have
logged in, a QR code appears on their
smartphone, which the guide scans with
his smartphone. The group size can be
arbitrary.

Satisfied voices of the beta testers
„Quick and easy operation. No additional hardware required.“ Beta tester: Tertiary education - Use for tours
„In the beta test everything worked very well and we
were very happy to have found such an app.“
Beta-Tester: Wine trade from Southern Germany Use for production tours
„I think the app is very clear to understand. I find sharing the location and sending messages very convenient.“ Beta tester: Tour Guide from Hamburg - Use on
city tours
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Licences - the perfect solution for every budget
To make the best use of your budget, we offer you a range of licence
models. You can also combine short term and long term licences if you
wish. The app is free for the guide, no licences are required.

SHORT TERM LICENCE
(12 H)
The short-term licenses
run for a maximum of 12
hours from the time the
group is formed or until
the group is dissolved
by the guide. This is
especially interesting
for spontaneous guided
tours.
SHORT TERM LICENCE
(24 H)
Stay flexible! You won’t
be tied to licence periods
here. Buy the required
quantity - they remain
valid until activated. In
the 24-hour period, the
license can be used once
by a guest. After the
guest has been deleted
from the guide, the
license has expired and
can no longer be used.
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LONG TERM LICENCE
Save money! Buy licences
valid for 1 week, 1, 3, 9
or 12 months and choose
the date from which
you want to licences to
count.
During the selected
period, the license can be
used by different guests
one after the other
several times. After a tour
is finished and the guest
has been deleted from
the guide, the license can
be used freely again.

LIVE-TRANSLATION
LICENCE
After purchasing the
1-hour live translation
licence in your online
shop, the guide can
activate it if required.
Your guests select the
desired language and the
automatic playback of
the translation starts.

elysium tgs

elysium tgs YOUR TOUR GUIDE SYSTEM APP

The online user account
elysium tgs

Several employees plan tours with elysium® tgs? We have
the solution. After creating an account you can easily add
your colleagues and determine which access rights each
one has. Many functions are just waiting to be implemented by to be discovered:
Create and manage tour guides
Overview of active groups
Tour planning in advance
Licence shop
Settings
Help Center

IT’S EASY
1. CREATE AN ACCOUNT
2. BUY LICENCES
3. DOWNLOAD APP
4. GET STARTED

TO THE APP

Recommended use:
Whenever handing out devices takes up too much time or the group will only be
together briefly. Like city tours without prior registration.

VISIT THE WEBSITE
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TG-200
eTOUR

TOM-AUDIO TG-200 eTOUR
52 German channels
18 EU-wide channels
(including Liechtenstein and Switzerland)
Enhanced battery power
Range up to 100 m
More stable radio connection

TG-200R digital
70-channel pocket receiver

Receiver

The digital 70-channel UHF technology offers generous
alternatives in the event of frequency collisions, and
enables several visitor groups to be guided at the same
time in close proximity. Particularly at tourist hotspots,
the 52 channels approved for Germany ensure a more
interference-free transmission.

TG-200T digital 70-channel
pocket transmitter
The TOM-Audio TG-200T
pocket transmitter is the
device for the tour guide.
With an operating time of
approx. 30 hours, this pocket
transmitter allows the guide
to speak and change the
channel in the event of
external interference from a
single device.
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TOM-AUDIO TG-200

Features:

SK-200 SyncKit

TG-200 ST stationary transmitter
The stationary TOM-Audio TG-200ST digital UHF
transmitter is used together with the TOM-Audio TG-200R
pocket receiver for whispered interpreting.

TG-200H handheld
digital microphone
The TOM-Audio TG-200H hand transmitter
is used in conjunction with the TOM-Audio
TG-200R pocket receiver for guided tours.
The cardioid characteristic effectively
suppresses loud ambient noise.

GOOD TO KNOW:
As the lion’s share of tour
guide systems broadcasts on the
crowded EU frequencies, having 52
channels to choose from in Germany
ensures a guided tour with
less interference.

Recommended use:
The TOM-Audio TG-200 eTour is the first choice when it comes to stable
radio transmission, long battery life and long range. Especially in tourism,
the possibility of using the devices for up to 10 days without recharging is
appreciated.

START PRICE INQUIRY HERE
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TOM-AUDIO TG-200

If visitor groups are to be split up or several groups are
expected, the respective devices must be assigned functioning
radio channels.
With the TOM-Audio SK-200 SyncKit and a charging and
transport bag, this is quick and easy to organise.

TG-200
eTOUR

TOM-AUDIO TG-200 eTOUR FOR
REPORTAGE FOR THE BLIND
Transmission system for audio description
Specifically put together for reporting for the blind
Includes: Reception throughout the entire stadium
Fanradio: Signal can be transmitted to PC
Compact transport in two bags
Eligible for subsidy from Aktion Mensch e.V.
Extremely small, light and robust
Range 400 m

Equipment for describers
Using the mixer, describers for the blind can control the
volume and audio quality of both the system and the
professional headsets. The headsets cover the ears fully
and effectively cancel out ambient noise. The headphone
amplifier enables the describers to hear each other and
control the volume of the other describer in their own
headset.

Spectators
Each visitor is provided with a receiver attached to a
lanyard and a pair of headphones. Equipped with these,
they can follow the describer’s descriptions while enjoying
the atmosphere in the venue.
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TOM-AUDIO TG-200

Features:

Spectators

Reception throughout the stadium

Transport and storage
The entire set is transported and stored in two carrying
bags. Additionally, the bag for the receivers features a
built-in charging system to charge the devices’ batteries.

GOOD TO KNOW:

Using specific frequencies
ensures transmission with
less interference.

+

Recommended use:
The set is used wherever comprehensive audio description is required. The
stationary transmitter distributes the signal to the entire zone of use - with a
range of 400 metres. This allows every listener to pick a seat of their choosing.
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TOM-AUDIO TG-200

Audio describers

TG-101
eTOUR

TOM-AUDIO TG-101 eTOUR
Features:

Switchable dialogue function
Extremely small, light and robust

Receiver

The TOM-Audio TG-101T pocket transmitter is used
together with the TOM-Audio TG-101R pocket receiver. Its
special feature is the switchable dialogue function.

TG-101R digital
56-channel pocket receiver
The digital pocket receiver features a built-in microphone
and a speak button. The guest’s view is transmitted to the
other members of the group and the guide.

SK-100 SyncKit
If visitor groups are to be split up or several groups
are expected, the respective devices must be assigned
functioning radio channels.
With the TOM-Audio SK-100 SyncKit and a charging and
transport bag, this is extremely quick and easy to organise.
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TOM-AUDIO TG-101

Transmitter

TG-101T digital
56-channel pocket transmitter

TOM-AUDIO TG-101

Unique:
The first tour guide
system that permits
DIALOGUE

Recommended use:
The small and handy TOM-Audio TG-101 eTour digital tour guide system is used
whenever the tour guide and guests need to communicate. Questions, comments
and concerns can be communicated very easily with this system. An aspect
which can be especially significant during complex presentations, educational
events or audits.

START PRICE INQUIRY HERE
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TG-100
eTOUR

TOM-AUDIO TG-100 eTOUR
Features:

Digital handheld microphone (optional)
Extremely small, light and robust
Few, easy-to-operate keys
Tried and tested model

Transmitter

TG-100T digital
56-channel UHF
pocket transmitter
The TOM-Audio TG-100T
pocket transmitter is used
together with the TOMAudio TG-100R pocket
receiver.

TG-100R digital
56-channel pocket receiver
The digital 56-channel UHF technology offers generous
alternatives in the event of frequency collisions, and
enables several visitor groups to be guided at the same
time in close proximity.
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SK-100 SyncKit
If visitor groups are to be split up or several groups
are expected, the respective devices must be assigned
functioning radio channels.
With the TOM-Audio SK-100 SyncKit and a charging and
transport bag, this is extremely quick and easy to organise.

TG-100 ST stationary
56-channel transmitter

TG-100H 56-channel
handheld digital microphone
The TOM-Audio TG-100H hand transmitter is used in conjunction with the TOM-Audio
TG-100R pocket receiver for guided tours or whispered interpreting. The cardioid
characteristic effectively suppresses loud ambient noise.

Recommended use:
This especially small and handy tour guide system from BMS Audio is suited for
use in churches and museums as well as in areas with a high background noise,
such as production lines.

START PRICE INQUIRY HERE
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TOM-AUDIO TG-100

The stationary TOM-Audio TG-100ST digital UHF
transmitter is used together with the TOM-Audio TG-100R
pocket receiver for whispered interpreting.

TG-100
eTOUR

TOM-AUDIO TG-100 eTOUR
FOR MINIBUSES
Features:
Retrofittable wireless sound system for buses
Uses bus speakers
Not tied to a specific vehicle
No permanent installation required
Compact transport

The ideal companion
Communicate clearly with
this tour guide system, also
in minibuses and while
driving.

Receiver

Key facts about our little helper
The purpose of a tour guide system is clear: you want
people to hear your information and this is exactly
what our digital tour guide system assist with on bus
trips. The TOM-Audio TG-100 eTour for minibuses is
not only absolutely functional and comfortable, it also
sets real standards in terms of size, weight, operating
time and value for money. At just 33 grams, the devices
are unbeatably light and, thanks to proven technology,
extremely mobile and flexible.
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A sophisticated set for on the road
During the tour, the driver can speak into the lightweight,
almost invisible earpiece microphone and concentrate
fully on the traffic. If another tour guide or one of the
passengers wants to have their say, you can find a
practical handheld microphone in our accessories.
The way it works is straightforward: Connect the
microphone to the transmitter. Connect the receiver to
the bus sound system using the supplied audio cable. The
bottom line: The sound comes from the vehicle’s speakers.

Our TOM-Audio TG-100 Tour Guide Set for minibuses
offers two solutions. The vehicle charging adapter plugs
in to the cigarette lighter and enables transmitters and
receivers to be charged simultaneously on the road. For
everyone who likes to come prepared, the transport case
includes a dual charging adapter which plugs in to wall
sockets.

Recommended use:
Whenever a microphone needs to be retrofitted for the driver. The driver can
keep their hands on the wheel while driving and inform guests at the same time.

START PRICE INQUIRY HERE
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TOM-AUDIO TG-100

What if the battery runs low?

Groupy y
Compan

AUDIOGUIDE Groupy Company
The ‘hybrid’ audio guide
with a tour guide system
The GroupyCompany system enables you to guide your
group with all the advantages of a tour guide system and
to supplement the tour with audio recordings at certain
points. Alternatively, GroupyCompany can also serve
exclusively as an audio guide.
This feature helps you accommodate international visitors.
With this dual function, prepared content in any language
can be copied to the devices and played while the speaker
continues to give a custom tour to the other part of the
group.

GROUPYCOMPANY

Now with
dialogue y
lit
a
n
o
i
t
c
n
u
f
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SOFTWARE TRAINING
One-hour software training via remote
access to explore the plethora of
available applications.

1

The guest selects their language at the
start of the tour.

2

The group is automatically assigned to
the guide when the devices are switched
on.

3

The guide starts the audio file for all
guests at the desired location.

4

The audio file is played in the guest’s
selected language. Alternatively, the
guide can continue to speak to the
guests (in their native language, for
instance).

GROUPYCOMPANY

How it works:
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Groupy y
Compan

AUDIOGUIDE Groupy Company

Features:

A tour guide system and audio guide in one
Dialogue functionality
Dual-speaking function for two speakers in parallel
Integrated GPS system
Text-to-speech generator for 18 languages
Integrated anti-theft protection
Charging, transport and synchronising in one

Receiver

GroupyCompany Tag
The tag is for visitors. Basic functions are listening to
recorded audio files (MP3 format, 128 KBit CBR) and
receiving and playing back the guide’s speech via the
built-in radio receiver. Audio is output via the built-in
speaker or connected headphones.

GroupyCompany Controller Tag
The controller tag is for the guide. It basically offers the
same functionality as the tag for the visitor. A controller
identifier is also pre-programmed at the factory. The preconfigured devices offer the possibility to start audio files
for the guests and to transmit the voice of the tour guide
live to their group via an external headset microphone.
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GROUPYCOMPANY

Transmitter

GroupySync Software
The Windows software GroupySync Data enables you to
edit, manage and update data. Configuration and content
data are carried out in conjunction with the CS25/CS56
charging systems. The text-to-speech function generates
speech files from text. This does away with needing to
make separate recordings. Additionally, individual labels
for the tags can be set up in the software.

Groupy Charging System CS25/CS56
With the CS25 and CS56 charging systems, 25 and 56
tags respectively can be charged simultaneously in the
provided slots. The outermost right row of slots has the
additional special feature that the tags inside can be
connected to a PC via USB.

Groupy Controller-Headset

Recommended use:
GroupyCompany is not only perfect for group tourism, it also shines in company
and factory tours with high ambient noise. Impress your customers with
GroupyCompany’s multilingual and co-guide options. They will also love its
intuitive controls.

START PRICE INQUIRY HERE
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GroupyCompany is ideal with our especially sturdy
neckworn microphone. It is impressively robust and
comfortable to wear.

Groupy y
Compan

Groupy Company FOR
TEAM COMMUNICATION
Features:
Comfortable communication in extremely loud environments
For up to six team members
Hands-free function
Quick to use
Easy transporting in two bags
Speech/hearing sets are also available as versions for safety helmets

Comfortable communication
in extremely loud environments

In addition, GroupyCompany for team communication
also bridges large distances on the company premises or
within the production area - even out of sight.
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Since it can often be very loud in production areas - for
example in the steel industry - a normal tour guide system is often not sufficient. For this reason GroupyCompany was developed for team communication. The corresponding ear protection headsets impressively facilitate
communication within the team. Thus the set is the
pioneer for a good communication which is characterized by easier concentration on the spoken contents and
better comprehensibility. GroupyCompany for team communication helps to achieve a harmonious atmosphere in
the team, as all participants are understood equally.

Transport and storage
The complete set is transported and stored in two bags.
All accessories are stowed away practically and safely.
The bag for the five receiver tags and one transmitter
tag contains a practical charging device for the batteries
via USB charger.
The six hear-/talk sets with ear protection and noisecancelling microphones are stored in the second bag.
In addition, the lanyards and the operating instructions
can be stored here. Simple, easy.

Recommended use:
Ideal for communication in production halls with high noise levels - an absolute
relief for all involved. An event production is also conceivable as an operational
environment, for example, for easy communication between the director and
other crew members, and many other professional communication applications.
GroupyCompany for team communication is ideally suited wherever immediate
and precise transmission from different locations is required.
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+

LISTENING

ACCESSORIES

For your guests and listeners
TOM-AUDIO PH-01
TOM-AUDIO PH-02

ONE-EAR RECEIVER FLEXIBLE EAR HOOK

ONE-EAR RECEIVER FLEXIBLE EAR HOOK

ONE-EAR RECEIVER
- SOFT EAR HOOK

Dynamic mono one-ear receiver
with slightly firmer bracket.

Dynamic mono one-ear receiver
with slightly flexible earband; also
works with hearing aids.

Dynamic mono single-ear receiver
with soft hook and stronger magnet
system.

TG-101
eTOUR

TG-100
eTOUR

Groupy
Company

TOM-AUDIO PH-20

TG-200
eTOUR

TG-101
eTOUR

TG-100
eTOUR

Groupy
Company

TG-200
eTOUR

TG-101
eTOUR

TG-100
eTOUR

Groupy
Company

TOM-AUDIO PH-04

TOM-AUDIO PH-21

STEREO HEADPHONES

NECKWORN HEADPHONES

DISPOSABLE
TWO-EAR HEADPHONES

Particularly space-saving thanks to
foldable ear cups. Very comfortable.

Robust neckband, ideal for sports,
or a lot of exercise.

Stereo earbuds can be worn on the
left and right sides.

TG-200
eTOUR

TG-101
eTOUR

TG-100
eTOUR

Groupy
Company

HOWARD LEIGHT SYNC

TG-200
eTOUR

TG-101
eTOUR

TG-100
eTOUR

NECK RING
LOOP/INDUCTION LOOP

Offers optimum protection from the
majority of minor to moderate noise
levels.

Audio signals are transmitted
to hearing aids with T-coils or
cochlear implants.

TG-101
eTOUR

TG-100
eTOUR

Groupy
Company

TG-200
eTOUR

TG-101
eTOUR

TG-100
eTOUR

Groupy
Company

TOM-AUDIO LW-90

HEARING
PROTECTION – HEADSET

TG-200
eTOUR

Groupy
Company

TG-200
eTOUR

TG-101
eTOUR

TG-100
eTOUR

ACCESSORIES

TG-200
eTOUR
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TOM-AUDIO PH-03

SPEAKING

TOM-AUDIO HS-4010

EARSET MICROPHONE

ROBUST HEADSET

OVERHEAD HEADSET

For use with the pocket transmitter
incl. cable and case. Very filigree,
light construction and comfortable
to wear.

Robust neckworn microphone. Ideal
for industrial environments.

Light, snug headset, adjustable
headstrap, covers ear well, flexible
microphone arm, wearable on the
left or right.

TOM-AUDIO ES-4050

TOM-AUDIO ES-4060

TG-200
eTOUR

TG-100
eTOUR

TG-200
eTOUR

TG-100
eTOUR

TG-101
eTOUR

TOM-AUDIO ES-4460

MONO HEADSET

MONO HEADSET

ONE-EAR RECEIVER
WITH CHIN STRAP

Very light, robust headset, can be
worn over the ear, easy to put on.

Very lightweight headset to
be worn over the ear, simple
hygiene procedure.

Very lightweight headset to wear
over the ear, easy to put on,
flexible microphone arm, 3.5 mm
jack plug.

TG-101
eTOUR

TG-101
eTOUR

TOM-AUDIO HS-4415

TOM-AUDIO HS-4416

TG-101
eTOUR

TOM-AUDIO TG-100H

HEARING
PROTECTION HEADSET

HEARING
PROTECTION HEADSET

DIGITAL 56-CHANNEL UHF
HANDHELD MICROPHONE

Offers optimum protection
from the majority of minor to
moderate noise levels.

Offers optimum protection in
extreme loud conditions.

The cardioid pattern effectively
suppresses loud ambient noise.

TG-101
eTOUR

TG-200
eTOUR

TG-101
eTOUR

TG-100
eTOUR

Groupy
Company

TG-100
eTOUR
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For the guide and speaker
TOM-AUDIO HS-2101-B
TOM-AUDIO ES-6301

For the guide and speaker
TOM-AUDIO TG-200H
TOM-AUDIO DM-20

ELECTRET CONDENSER
HANDHELD MICROPHONE

The cardioid pattern effectively
suppresses loud ambient noise.

TG-200
eTOUR

Can connect directly to the
transmitter. The cardioid
characteristic reduces ambient
noise.
TG-200
eTOUR

TG-101
eTOUR

GROUPY
CONTROLLER HEADSET
High-quality neckband headset
with integrated headphones.
TG-100
eTOUR

Storage, charging and data transmission
TOM-AUDIO TC-12
TOM-AUDIO TC-35

LOADING

TOM-AUDIO TC-50

CHARGING AND TRANSPORT
BAG FOR 12 DEVICES

CHARGING AND TRANSPORT
BAG FOR 35 DEVICES

CHARGING AND TRANSPORT
BAG FOR 50 DEVICES

For small groups or as an
extension.

Compact charging and
transport bag for 35 devices.
Just the size of a typical office
bag.
-200

Compact charging and
transport bag for 50 devices.

TG-200
eTOUR

TG-101
eTOUR

TG-100
eTOUR

TOM-AUDIO TC-60SA

CHARGING DRAWER FOR 60
DEVICES
Sturdy, stackable drawer in
metal case including fans. A
set of castors is available as an
option.
-200
TG
eTOUR
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Groupy
Company

TG-101
eTOUR

TG-100
eTOUR

TG
eTOUR

TG-101
eTOUR

TG-100
eTOUR

GROUPY CS25

TG-200
eTOUR

TG-101
eTOUR

TG-100
eTOUR

GROUPY CS56

CHARGING AND DATA
TRANSMISSION FOR 25
DEVICES

CHARGING AND DATA
TRANSMISSION FOR 56
DEVICES

Compact charging and
transport bag for 25 devices.
USB connector for PC.

Compact charging and
transport bag for 56 devices.
USB connector for PC.

Groupy
Company

Groupy
Company

ACCESSORIES

DIGITAL 56-CHANNEL UHF
HANDHELD MICROPHONE

GROUPY HEADSET

Practical must-haves
TOM-AUDIO CLOTH
TOM-AUDIO TG-100LY

TOM-AUDIO AUDIO CABLE

DISINFECTANT WIPE

LANYARD

3.5 MM STEREO JACK

Single-use disinfectant wipe for
hygienic treatment.

Carry the transmitter and
receivers comfortably and
safely.

0.5 metres, 3.5 mm for vehicles

TG-200
eTOUR

TG-101
eTOUR

TG-100
eTOUR

TG-200
eTOUR

TG-101
eTOUR

TG-100
eTOUR

TG-200
eTOUR

TG-101
eTOUR

SERVICES

The optimum solution for your needs
TECHNICAL SERVICE
PRODUCT TRAINING

SOFTWARE TRAINING

ON-SITE

GROUPYCOMPANY

We will configure your transmitter
and receivers as desired and help
your guests with the controls.
We will be happy to hand out the
devices and collect them again later.

In a workshop for five participants
lasting up to two hours you will
learn how to optimally operate the
tour guide system right from the
start.

One-hour software training via
remote access to explore the
plethora of available applications.

ACCESSORIES

ON-SITE AND TRANSPORT
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RENTING FROM BMS AUDIO
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RENTAL

SEASONAL BUSINESS? PEAK PERIODS?
RENTING IS A SIMPLE ALTERNATIVE TO BUYING!

TO RENT OR TO BUY?
Often, it can be a better idea to rent rather than buy. For
instance, if you already know you only need a system
a few times a year, then renting is a more constructive
option compared to tying up capital. It is also a significant
alternative if your business is seasonal or you are unable
to plan when you’ll need one. By renting additional
products, you can also easily cover peaks in walk-in
customers.
When you rent, we take care of the maintenance, updates,
and storage of the systems so you don’t have to - making
life easier for you.

DO YOU WANT
YOUR EQUIPMENT
DELIVERED?

LOOKING
FOR QUALITY
PRODUCTS?

IS RESPONDING
QUICKLY YOUR TOP
PRIORITY?

DO YOU NEED TO
COVER BUSY PERIODS?

SHOULD DEVICES
BE MAINTAINED
AT ALL TIMES?

IS YOUR BUSINESS
SEASONAL?

DO YOU PREFER
TO STAY
FLEXIBLE?

DO YOU WANT TO
AVOID TYING UP
CAPITAL?
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RENTAL

Attention: Due to high customs clearing costs, we do not rent to Switzerland or
Liechtenstein.

KEEPING DISTANCE
MADE EASY!

1/2/0w/4/06/2021

ZUR APP

BMS Audio GmbH
Area:
Roßfelder Straße 65/5
D-74564 Crailsheim

Phone:
+49 7951 9622 0

Web:

info@bmsaudio.com
www.bmsaudio.com

